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DISCLAIMER
DABB DOGE (DDOGE) is not a licensed, unlicensed or exempted financial
or payment service of any such kind and in any jurisdiction. Any
terminology used in this whitepaper or on the Website is intended only
as a basic reference, without any effective or legal meaning of the same
terms in a regulated and/or financial environment. DABB DOGE (DDOGE)
is a fully and completely decentralized and community driven project.
The smart contract is open-source, permanent and non-modifiable in
any way. DABB DOGE (DDOGE) is a utility token in any jurisdiction and
cannot be considered as a security or otherwise a regulated token of
any kind. This Whitepaper taken by itself is not a contract or a
contractual agreement of any kind, is not an invitation, solicitation or
offer to invest in DABB DOGE (DDOGE) or acquire or use its DDOGE
tokens in any way and with any expectation of profit in any form.



The Supply of 
DABB DOGE is 
limited and 
demand is endless



About

DABB DOGE (DDOGE) is a cryptocurrency that originated from an Internet
meme and has some humorous characteristics. It can be used in the broadest
sense as a critique of the cryptocurrency market in its entirety, those based on
particular memes such as "dog coins", celebrities like “Coinye”, and pump-and-
dump schemes such as “BitConnect”. The term is often dismissive, comparing
the value or performances of those cryptocurrencies to that of mainstream
ones. This popularity is the result of investors and influencers promoting them in
the digital space.

Community is the heart of this project. Without each other, there is no DABB
DOGE. Through creativity, kindness, and altruism, we believe nothing can stop
DABB DOGE from making the world a better place.



The major difference between Meme coins and other cryptocurrencies like
Bitcoin and Ethereum is the utility. Meme coins serve no real-world purpose and
it is created for investors to make fast money. Some of these meme coins
gained popularity due to the fact that celebrities and retail investors promote
them and this has resulted in its surging price over the months.

You can be a proud owner of the new Meme Coin- DABB DOGE! Secure
blockchain-based cryptocurrency that can be used to buy goods and services, or
traded with other cryptocurrencies. DABB DOGE is a decentralized peer-to-peer
digital currency that enables instant transactions to anyone anywhere in the
world. It also has Doge coin as its mascot because hey, who doesn't love dogs?

Our team is a group of cool, experienced engineers working in the
cryptocurrency space who realized that memes have value and wanted to
create a way for people to trade them with each other.



DABB DOGE is a new cryptocurrency
born to follow the footsteps of
Dogecoin with the support of Elon Musk

Elon Musk will Dabb for DABB DOGE 



DABB DOGE’s fundamental goal is to bring joy and happiness to those who create
and share memes related to its token and more importantly to push the
boundaries of the traditional capabilities of meme coins in hopes to make a
positive impact on the world at large. It will foster a strong community, stay
culturally relevant, and offer some kind of value for its holders, even simple and
funny joke or perceived value.

DABB DOGE is designed to bring project governance to our community and
empower the holders. It aims to become a top cryptocurrency, top usage by the
community and top earning generator.

Long Term goals include creating currency and giving it an intrinsic value that it
cannot fall down.

Goal



Features

Universal 
Currency

Trust

Community Longevity

Staking 
PlatformTransparency 



Transparency

Transparency is the most 
important aspect of BSC’s 
blockchain as it is 
decentralized in nature. It 
ensures honest 
communication with 
community and transparency 
in orders to build trust. This 
creates an environment 
where people can feel 
confident in their transactions 
and are not worried about any 
kind of corruption. 

Community

DABB DOGE (DDOGE) aims 
to be one of the fastest 
growing and most loyal 
communities in crypto 
space. We are stronger 
together. Community is the 
priority for this project. The 
project strives to involve 
everyone across the globe

Staking Platform

DABB DOGE (DDOGE) will 
build a staking platform, 
where the user can get a 
reward for staking the 
tokens. The user can stake 
their asset in the pool, 
which helps in offering 
liquidity in the 
cryptocurrency market.



Longevity

DABB DOGE (DDOGE) focuses 
on long term development of 
the ecosystem and aims to 
drive real use cases with 
greater rewards for its 
community. It ensures infinite 
growth of the project

Trust

The principal feature of any 
crypto project is trust. DABB 
DOGE (DDOGE) team 
focuses on complete trust 
with transparency not only 
in the community and 
growth but also in security. 

Universal Currency

DABB DOGE (DDOGE) has 
been created as a universal 
currency, that's both a 
meme and a currency. It will 
allow content creators to 
monetize their work by 
converting the DDOGE they 
earn into USDT or other fiat 
currencies or to more 
DDOGE Coins



Growth of Meme Coins

Memes Coins are gradually gaining traction thanks to the growing popularity,
adoption, and community of meme-based cryptocurrencies which are emerging
in the market bringing some exciting opportunities for the crypto community
and enthusiasts. In a bid to offer exciting opportunities to the crypto
community, Meme Coins are bringing its community-focused decentralized
transaction network.

In 2021, Meme Coins have skyrocketed, both in value and in variety. Their
popularity is largely linked to their connections with social media influencers and
celebrities.

Meme coins have made a name for themselves in the cryptocurrency market
over the years. Typically, all meme coins start out as a joke, with their structure
having little to no fundamental backing but currently ruling the digital space.



Tokenomics

7,777,777 tokens

12

Total Supply

Contract Address

0xC638a73969C0F7442Ba8F5Ffda9968434891034B

NetworK

BSC Scan



Token distribution

7.5%

3%

50%

10%

21%

8.5%

Public Sale

NFT Marketplace reserve

Governance Fund

Marketing & Promotion

Animals care reserve

Founders 



DABBSEA – NFT Marketplace www.dabbsea.com

DABB DOGE will launch its own NFT Marketplace “DABBSEA” which will be a peer-to-
peer marketplace for crypto collectibles and non-fungible tokens. It will showcase the
collection of DABB DOGE unique NFTs and also NFTs of other projects. Below is the
glimpse of few NFTs

http://www.dabbsea.com/


Roadmap

1 3 5

642

Concept design

Marketing on social 
media Audit 

Website & 
Whitepaper 

Listing on 
Pancakeswap

Coingecko & 
Coinmarketcap

1. Launch



2. Rise

1

2

3

4

5

6

Listing on First 
Exchange

KYC 

10000 holders 

Whitepaper V2.0

Website Redesign

Community 
expansion 



1 3 5

642

Listing on XT Listing on Huobi

DABBSEA – NFT 
marketplace launch 

Listing on Gate.io 30000 holders Meme partnerships

3. Extension 



4. Utility

1

2

3

4

5

6

Strategic 
Acquisitions

Apply for Coinbase 
listing

Promotions for 
making legal tender

50000 holders

Donate to build 
animal shelters 

100000 community 
members



Progress Timeline
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Audit
Liquidity 
Locked 

7500 Holders
Listing on 
Pancakeswap

Community 
Bulding

Contract         
Varified

Achieved initial target 
of 30000 community 
members

Reached Initial 
landmark of 7500 
Holders Successfully passed 

Contract Audit 

Contract varified 
successfully on BSC 
Scan 

Successfully listed 
DDOGE on 
Pancakeswap 

Liquidity locked on 
dx sale

https://github.com/TechRate/Smart-Contract-Audits/blob/main/March/Dabb Doge Full Smart Contract Security Audit.pdf
https://bscscan.com/address/0xC638a73969C0F7442Ba8F5Ffda9968434891034B
https://pancakeswap.finance/info/token/0xc638a73969c0f7442ba8f5ffda9968434891034b
https://dx.app/app/v3_3/dxlockview?id=0&add=0xEAAdA674902489871E5752dc51C4A68f629a52C4&type=lplock&chain=BSC


Use Case

DABB DOGE utility is to 
provide seamless 
experience to its users 

Funds will be allocated to 
own NFT marketplace which 
will be launched as 
DABBSEA.COM 

Use of proceeds will be 
allocated for animals shelter 
and health care

Collaboration with  
companies to accept DDOGE 
as a currency in exchange of 
goods and services



How to Buy

Create a Metamask 

wallet

This will allow you to 

buy, sell, send and 

receive DDOGE

Choose BSC mainnet 

and Send BNB to your 

Wallet

You can buy BNB 

directly on Metamask 

or can transfer to your 

wallet from other 

exchanges

Browse Pancakeswap 

You can browse 

pancakeswap where 

you can swap tokens

Swap BNB for DDOGE

You can start swapping 

as soon as you have 

BNB available in your 

wallet. Please enter the 

token address or 

search for it on the 

tokens list.



FAQs for DDOGE Investors
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With the rise of NFT’s and alternate cryptocurrencies, meme coins are becoming increasingly popular.
In short, the future price of any meme coin is strongly based on the community invested in it and the
popularity of that coin at any given time. Meme coin communities can help spread news of the coin,
get others to invest, and make a coin go viral in order to help drive up the price.

What are Meme coins?
Meme coins are cryptocurrencies that have gained popularity in short amount of time, usually as a
result of influencers and retail investors promoting them online. Dogecoin is the original meme coin. It
was created as a joke based on a meme back in 2013. It rose to fame after Elon Musk began tweeting
about the cryptocurrency and retail investors started buying in droves.

Meme Coins and Crypto Memes
These coins are not the same as more general crypto memes. Crypto memes are just memes shared on
the subject of crypto, for those interested in crypto to enjoy. A meme coin is an entire token that gets
its central idea and popularity from a meme
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Which meme coin to invest in?
To better determine if you want to buy a meme coin, look into its community, influencers who are
associated with a coin, and what that coin could be used for. Popular influencers and a strong
community will be great clues into the future of that coin.
Additionally, if a certain meme coin becomes applicable to a video game, a currency used in a popular
online store, or as an NFT, that meme coin would be a good bet for investors since there is additional
value in the coin.

What to look for when trading meme coins?
When looking for a bullish meme coin, invest in the communities that you believe in and those that are
active. Although there are many meme coins today and still more being developed, any one coin can
become valuable at any given time under the right circumstances. Finding the next meme coin that
takes off is definitely the hardest part.
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Influencers and social media’s Impact on Meme Coins

Influencers have a huge impact on meme coins and their price movement. When any influencer adopts
a coin, they want to promote that coin by pumping up the price through promotion to their followers.

When Elon Musk appeared on SNL, the price of Dogecoin noticeably dipped while he was on TV. This
goes to show how influential celebrities and influencers can be when it comes to the price movement
of meme coins both for good and bad.

This is not financial advice



Team

Aashima Gupta
Technical Analyst

Harsh Singal 
Co-founder & CFO

Gaurav Sachdev 
COO

Shanky Singla 
Founder & CEO 

Hemant Latawa
CTO

https://www.linkedin.com/in/shanky-singla-3aab3a15/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shanky-singla-3aab3a15/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/harsh-singal-7bb25328/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/harsh-singal-7bb25328/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/aashima-gupta-softwareprogrammer/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/aashima-gupta-softwareprogrammer/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/gaurav-sachdev1/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/gaurav-sachdev1/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/hemant-latawa/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/hemant-latawa/


Thanks!

Never miss an update
- Telegram

- Twitter

- Reddit

- Facebook

- Instagram

- Discord

https://t.me/dabbdoge
https://twitter.com/DabbDoge
https://www.reddit.com/r/dabbdoge_shibkiller/
https://www.facebook.com/dabbdoge
https://www.instagram.com/dabbdoge/
https://discord.com/invite/DZXthG3rFB

